
Minimal Paperwork: The HomeSafe digital
inventory solution reduces the need for paper-
based inventory lists, making it more
environmentally friendly and easier to manage. 

Your digital
inventory is

created during
the packing
and loading

stages of your
move.

Photo Documentation: For certain items, the
digital inventory will include photos, providing
visual documentation of your possessions. 

Digital Inventory
A digital inventory of all your household
goods will live within our HomeSafe
Connect platform. This electronic inventory
will give you an accurate snapshot of all
items that are transported during your
move, including photos and documented
conditions of high-value items. Upon
arrival at your new home, the digital
inventory makes it straightforward to
verify that all your items are accounted for,
reducing the risk of missing belongings. 

Process of the Digital Inventory

Items are added
by room as

moving crew
members work

their way through
your home. 

Each item, crate,
and carton will be

labeled with a
unique barcoded
sticker and tag

number which will
be scanned in

HomeSafe Connect
to enhance
inventory

confirmation. 

Serial numbers of
electronics, major

appliances,
firearms, and

other items will
be scanned for

accurate
collection and

documentation.

Once your items arrive at your new home,
you can use the digital inventory as a

reference for any claims you need to file. 

Benefits of the Digital Inventory
Accuracy: The digital inventory ensures accurate
records of your belongings to help prevent
anything from being lost or left behind during the
move process. We inventory items by combining
the roll’s lot number and tag number to create a
unique combination that has a precision of 1 in 1
billion! Using this unique number, we can identify
the owner of a misplaced item within minutes to
make sure it is reunited with its owner.

Organization: Having on-demand access to a
detailed, organized list of all your items can reduce
stress and confusion during the moving process.
You can sort or filter your inventory to find
specific items or rooms
Security: Powered by Okta’s identity management
solutions, the HomeSafe Connect platform
provides data security features that ensure your
digital inventory records are protected from
unauthorized access. 

Time Savings: Traditional inventory methods may
involve manually writing down item descriptions
and quantities. Digital tools streamline this
process, saving time during your move.
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